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One of the most remarkable nano-
scale phenomenon with metals at
optical wavelengths is the appear-

ance of the so-called localized surface plas-
mon resonance (LSPR), which is related
to the collective electronic excitation of
the conduction electrons in response to
an applied electromagnetic field, together
with the highly confined and enhanced
electromagnetic field that can be achieved
by illuminating these nanostructures at sui-
table wavelengths.1 This phenomenon has
given rise to a fast-developing field in nano-
optics denoted as plasmonics. The extreme
tunability of the LSPR for noble metals
nanostructures, especially those made from
silver and gold upon subtle changes in size,
shape, and dielectric environment, make
these plasmonic nanostructures suitable
for a variety of applications including surface
plasmon enhanced spectroscopies such
as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS), tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS),2 and metal-enhanced fluorescence
(MEF). Triggered by these potential applica-
tions, a plethora of new phenomena have
emerged from the interactions of these
plasmonic nanostructures with different
chemical entities or nanomaterials such as

molecules (molecular plasmonics),3 photoac-
tivemolecules or semiconductors (excitons),4

other plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs),5,6

and nonplasmonic NPs (ferromagnetic
or magnetic NPs).7 The extraordinary new
phenomena characteristic of the surface plas-
mon interactionswith the above-mentioned
entities have made it possible to achieve
ultrasensitive detection of molecules
(even reaching the single-molecule detec-
tion limit), new plasmonic and tunable
plasmonic filters, and plasmon waveguides,
etc.).
In addition, a variety of electrodynamics

and quantummethods to describe plasmon
interactions, several bottom-up and top-
down methods to fabricate plasmonic
nanostructures of different architectures
with nanoscale control,8 and more rigorous
and precise techniques for characterizing
their morphology and optical response
have all emerged in the past decade.9 These
developments are now not only able to give
a one-to-one correlation between the opti-
cal response of a single-nanostructure en-
tity and its morphology, but also to enable
a direct comparison with theory and, in
some cases, to give unexpected results that
enable the development of more realistic
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ABSTRACT Plasmon interactions are a subject of great interest from both the technological as well

as the fundamental points of view. In this Perspective, we outline the great variety of physical

phenomena that are produced by the interactions of localized surface plasmon resonance with

molecular excitons; with other plasmonic nanostructures, particularly the Fano effect; and with

nonplasmonic nanoparticles, such as the just-reported interaction with ferromagnetic nanoparticles.

The theoretical as well as experimental challenges remaining to be elucidated are discussed.
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theoretical models for the accurate
physical interpretation of the opti-
cal measurements.

A recent example that combines
accurate morphological characteri-
zation with Rayleigh scattering and
Raman microscopy at the single-NP
level is the use of electron tomo-
graphy to reconstruct the precise
shape of a Au NP together with
measurements using dark-field op-
tical spectroscopy and Raman scat-
tering of probemolecules adsorbed
on the NP surface.10 This morpho-
logical reconstruction, together
with a suitable electrodynamic
model able to capture the details
of the NP morphology as well as its
interaction with the substrate, has
been demonstrated to give quanti-
tative correlation between theory
and the experimental Rayleigh scat-
tering response and the near-field
enhancement of the Raman signal
experienced around the NP surface.
The use of electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) combined with
scanning tunnelingmicroscopy con-
stitutes another powerful tool to
investigate surface plasmons. This
technique provides a map of the
near electromagnetic field around
a metal NP. Considerable progress
has also been made recently to en-
hance the capabilities of TERS toward
single-molecule detection. The lar-
gest benefit to single-molecule and
single-particle spectroscopy is the
ability to untangle properties that
are averagedover simultaneously oc-
curring events. Thus, single-molecule
and single-particle spectroscopy

enables observation of physical pro-
perties of small populations, which
are otherwise obscured in ensemble
experiments. For instance, single-
molecule detection is important in
the field of plasmonics to character-
ize the hot spot and understand the
ultrahigh enhancements observed
in surface-enhanced techniques.
Single-molecule studies can also
contribute to our understanding of
chemical catalysts to enable engi-
neering of highly efficient novel
catalysts, which are important to
materials science and sustainability.
Single-particle experiments enable
quantitative examinations of the re-
lationship between NP structure
and optical properties and can yield
predictive design rules. Additionally,
in biology, eliminating ensemble
averaging enables further insight
into cellular processes such as en-
zyme catalysis and conformational
studies.
The coupling of LSPR and molec-

ular excitons is another important
field where novel hybrid optical
states can be developed.11,12 The
nature of these modes is neither
plasmonic nor excitonic, rather
they act in a collective way as new
eigenmodes.11 These hybrid nano-
materials have the ability to localize
light with coherence features
that can be narrower than pure
plasmonic systems because of the
presence of excitons that have
bandwidths an order of magnitude
narrower than those of LSPR
alone.12 The ultrafast response of
the plasmon and excitons (on the
order of several femtoseconds)
facilates modulation of this new
hybrid state on this very fast time
scale.13 The combination of these
ultrafast processes with the highly
confined near field in this hybrid
material makes possible a remark-
able alteration of the energy redis-
tribution process as well as efficient
control of the exciton lifetime.
A variety of applications in this
area are in progress, such as achiev-
ing plasmon control of photo-
chemical reactions, sensing, and op-
tical gain.

The most well-known examples
of plasmon interactions are the in-
teractions of two nanostructures
of the same metal, a phenomenon
that gives rise to new hybridized
plasmon modes.14 Perhaps one of
the most interesting phenomena
is the Fano effect, which can be
produced from the interference
between super-radiant modes and
subradiant modes or from the inter-
action of dark and bright modes.15

Fano resonances have also been
reported in multishell nanostruc-
tures, in cavities, as well as in het-
erodimers of noble metals.6,16 One
of the first theoretical predictions
of Fano resonances produced by
localized surface plasmon coupling
is in dolmen-type slab arrange-
ments and in the nonconcentric
ring/disk cavity system.17 One inter-
esting type of nanostructure that
can display sharp Fano resonances
is clusters of plasmonic NPs
(oligomers). These oligomers exhi-
bit surface plasmon modes that are
linear combinations of each consti-
tuent NP, provided that the inter-
particle separation is sufficiently
small. Group theory is an important
tool in analyzing the optical re-
sponse of symmetric oligomers by
classifying each linear combination
ofmodes. A representative example
of this is the symmetric heptamer
formed by a central NP surrounded
by six identical satellite nano-
particles.18 Symmetry arguments
enable us to deduce that the hybri-
dized collective plasmon mode is
the result of the interaction of the
central NP plasmon with the collec-
tive plasmons of the six-particle ring
structure. Two cases can be ana-
lyzed here: the bonding mode and
the antibondingmode. In the bond-
ing mode, the dipole mode of the
central NP is almost equal to the
ring collective mode, giving rise to
individual dipole NP plasmons all
oscillating in phase along the polar-
ization direction of the incident
field (Figure 1a). This mode is super-
radiant and thus exhibits a strong
radiative damping and is broadened
into a continuum. In the antibonding
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mode, the dipolar plasmon of the
central NP oscillates out of phase
with respect to the dipolar mode of
the surrounding NPs in the ring.
Therefore, the net dipole moment
of this mode is almost zero and
results in a subradiant plasmonmode
that induces a sharp Fano resonance
when coupled to the almost conti-
nuum of the super-radiant (bonding)
mode.18

One practical way to measure the
sensitivity of plasmon resonances
to changes in the refractive index
is the figure of merit (FOM), defined
by the plasmon shift induced per
unit change in the refractive index.
The potential of the Fano resonance
to be used as a plasmonic sensor is
evidenced by the large and clearly
discernible shifts observed by chan-
ging the surrounding media, where
a high FOM can be obtained
(Figure 1b). Fano resonances arising
from the interference between a
nonradiative mode and a conti-
nuum of radiative electromagnetic
waves are also able to confine light
more efficiently and are character-
ized by steeper dispersion than con-
ventional plasmon resonances,
which makes them promising for
nanoscale biochemical sensing,19

switching and lasing applications.
In this issue of ACS Nano, Sachan

et al.7 report an intriguing new phe-
nomenon emerging as a result of
the interaction of a ferromagnetic
NP with a noble metal nanostruc-
ture: the appearance of a ferroplas-
mon, a strong and localized surface
plasmon resonance in the visible

range. The reasons, given by the
authors, for a new name are (1)
these plasmons appear at energies
within the visible range, with large
scattering intensities and extremely
narrow bandwidths not present in
isolated Co or CoFe alloy NPs, and
(2) this phenomenon seems to be
different from magnetoplasmonic
effects in ferromagnets that emerge
as a consequence of Kerr rotation.
The work by Sachan et al. demon-

strates that a difference with re-
spect to the new resonances that
are produced by hybridization of
two (sharp) plasmon modes in het-
erodimers formed by two nano-
particles of a different noble metal
is that sharp resonance modes can
be excited in materials with non-
existent/highly damped surface
plasmon modes when this non-
plasmonic NP is in contact with
another NP having a sharp plasmon
resonance.
TheauthorsusedEELS ina scanning

transmission electron microscope to
give precise nanoscale information
on the local plasmonic behavior of
the bimetallic nanostructures.
From the experimental EELS

(Figure 2a,c) at themarked locations
indicated in the HAADF image
shown in Figure 2b, it can be seen
that a peak at 2.7 eV appears in the
Co side of the bimetallic NP. This
peak is absent in the EELS spectra of
pure Co NP. The far-field optical
spectrum of an array of these bime-
tallic NPs (Figure 2d) also depicts
a resonance at an energy close to
that of the EELS spectra (2.57 eV)

(considering that this latter value is
an ensemble average energy from
particles with a distribution of dia-
meters, while the former value is
from individual nanoparticles of a
fixed diameter). Quantification of
the scattering intensities of the var-
ious plasmon peaks observed in the
2�4 eV range for the ferroplasmo-
nic nanostructure consisting of a
FeCo-Ag composite demonstrates
two important features. First, the
scattering intensity of the ferro-
plasmon mode at 2.6 eV is most
important at the particle�vacuum
interface rather than in the interior
side of the whole nanostructure.

Figure 1. (a) Calculated dipole amplitudes of the bonding and antibonding collective dipolar plasmon modes in a gold
nanoshell heptamer. (b) Effect of a surrounding dielectric medium on the extinction spectrum of a silver nanosphere
heptamer. Reprinted with permission from ref 18. Copyright 2010 Nature Publishing Group.
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Second, the overall scattering inten-
sity for the ferroplasmon mode in
the CoFe region is almost equi-
valent to that observed in the Ag
region. One important issue that
can be elucidated by using EELS is
distinguishing between bulk plas-
mons and surface plasmons modes
by quantifying the intensity of the
EELS peaks as a function of the dis-
tance within and outside the NP due
to the high degree of localization of
the plasmon excitation that can be
achieved with this technique.
Excitation of localized surface

plasmons produces a decay of the
EELS signal that extends beyond
the nanostructure surface while
bulk plasmon modes are confined
to the interior of the nanostructure

and decay very quickly outside. This
feature allowed Sachan et al. to
conclude that the modes excited
from both the silver side at 2.6, 3.5,
and 5 eV, as well as the mode from
the CoFe side, are localized surface
plasmons (Figure 3a,b). In this way,
it is possible to build a surface plas-
mon energy diagram for the iso-
lated Ag, in the Ag�CoFe and for
the isolated CoFe NPs, as depicted
in Figure 3. This diagram shows that
the plasmons excited in the isolated
CoFe regions or Ag regions are
quite different from those of the
combined Ag�CoFe nanostructure.
The localized surface plasmon cor-
responding to Ag NP that is isolated
at 3.5 eV does not change in the
Ag region of the hybrid Ag�FeCo

nanostructure. The remarkable re-
sult is that this resonance does not
appear in the CoFe isolated NP, but
a strong localized surface plasmon
resonance at 2.7 eV is supported in
the CoFe region of the Ag�CoFe
ferromagnetic�plasmon
composite.
The qualitative theoretical expla-

nation of the physical origin of the
ferroplasmon phenomena employs
existing analytical theories for plas-
mon interactions such as the plas-
mon hybridization model,14 Fano
interference approach, and the di-
pole�dipole interaction model
(see ref 7 for details). In this respect,
the analytical approach relies on
the interaction of two spherical
NPs and the use of a noncontacting

Figure 2. (a) Experimental EELS spectra from the marked location on the surface of the Ag region of the Co�Ag NP shown in
(b). (b) HAADF image of an isolated Co�Ag NP on C-substrate. The marked regions correspond to the locations of the EELS
spectra shown in (a) or (c). (c) Experimental EELS spectra from the marked location on the surface of the Co region of the
Co�Ag NP shown in (b). (d) Far-field optical spectra for an ensemble of Co�Ag NPs on C-substrate. An SEM image of the
Co�Ag NP array is shown in the inset. Reprinted from ref 7. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 3. (a and b) Spatial dependence of the normalized intensities (w.r.t. the intensity at the surface) of various energy loss
peaks within and outside of a CoFe�Ag NP (the vertical dashed line is the particle/vacuum interface and the horizontal solid
line defines where the intensity has dropped to 1/e). (a) Surface and bulk plasmon decay trend from the Ag surface/vacuum
interface and (b) surface and bulk plasmon decay trend from the Co surface/vacuum interface. The decay intensity
measurements were made in the same way as those shown in Figure 1b, going from bulk of CoFe�Ag NP to vacuum. (c)
Surface plasmon energy diagram showing the measured energy levels in Ag and CoFe regions of bimetallic CoFe�Ag,
isolated Ag, and isolated CoFe NPs. Reprinted from ref 7. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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geometry, assuming that the con-
tact between Ag and Co does not
influence the interaction process.
In this respect, the present experi-
ments open the way for future im-
plementation of more quantitative
models for describing the interac-
tion by taking into account the rea-
listic, almost hemispherical shape of
the NPs; considering the possibility
of quantum mechanical tunneling
at the interface between both
metals (Co and Ag); and including
nonlocal effects in the dielectric
constants. One possible route could
be to use a combination of finite
element methods such as the dis-
crete dipole approximation or finite
element time numerical approaches
with recent approaches to include
nonlocal effects in the dielectric res-
ponse,20,21 taking the exact three-
dimensional geometry extracted from
state-of-the-art electron tomography
techniques.9

We have performed electro-
dynamic simulations that show that
the interaction of a spherical Ag NP
and a Co ferromagnetic nonplasmo-
nic NP separated by a nanometer
interparticle gap also gives rise to
new plasmon modes. Figure 4
shows exact electrodynamics cal-
culations using the generalized
multiparticle Mie theory6,16 for the

significant change of the extinction
spectra produced by the interaction
of a AgNPwith a CoNP, in amedium
with a refractive index of 1.33, both
having the same diameter (60 nm).
Qualitatively, the results are similar
to those producedwhen theNPs are
in contact (see ref 7). The hybridiza-
tion of the Ag plasmonic mode at
2.89 eV with the strongly damped
plasmon mode of Co located at
3.74 eV generates a lower energy
LSPR mode at 2.2 eV as the nano-
spheres approach each other at
close distances, and another one
at 2.89 eV, with an energy almost
identical to the isolated Ag plasmon
mode (Figure 4A). Remarkably, the
near-field enhancement (defined as
the ratio between the field in the
vicinity of the NP, E, and the incident
electromagnetic field, E0) generated
in the gap between the two spheres
at each of the peak energies is al-
most 33 times greater than the en-
hancement produced in the isolated
Ag spheres excited at the lower
(2.2 eV) energy modes or 10 times
greater than the enhancement at
the higher (2.89 eV) energy modes,
respectively (Figure 4B). This feature
demonstrates that if a plasmonic NP
anda ferromagneticNP are close en-
ough, it is possible to obtain a con-
siderable degree of enhancement

and confinement of the near field
without the necessity for any physi-
cal contact. Therefore, it should be
possible to use this NP aggregate
as a SERS substrate with significant
enhancement and, at the same time,
to give it additional functionality
due to the ferromagnetic character
of the Co NP.
From the technological point of

view, one could envision several
potential applications employing
ferroplasmonic materials. One of
them is in the field of magnetic data
storage. Current hard disk devices
(HDDs) with capacities of several
terabits of information have data
storage cells with dimensions of
around 100 nm� 100 nm. Reducing
the grain sizes of the magnetic ma-
terials to reduce the bit cell could
increase the capacities of current
HDDs; a problem, however, is that
storage for materials with grains
below a certain size becomes un-
stable and their magnetization can
change arbitrarily due to thermal
effects.22 With the application of a
combination of plasmon-induced
heating by light with ferromagnetic
Co nanoislands, the limitations im-
posed by the grain size can be over-
come as recently demonstrated by
Stype et al., who developed a mag-
netic recording device at 1.5 Pbm�2

Figure 4. (A) Comparison between the extinction spectra of a single 60 nm diameter spherical silver nanoparticle (orange
lines), a 60 nm spherical Co nanoparticle (blue line) and the extinction spectra of a dimer (green line) formedby the interaction
of these twonanoparticles (NPs) separatedby a 1nmgapas illustrated in the bottom. Thedimer depicts twopeaks at 2.20 and
2.89 eV, the first one at amuch lower energy than the peaks associatedwith the isolated CoNP andAgNP and the second one
at and energy also lower than the Co NP but at almost the same energy of the isolated Ag NP. (B) Electromagnetic field
enhancement (E/E0) distribution around the nanoparticle dimer at the two peak energies produced by the interaction of a
plasmonic NP and a nonplasmonic ferromagnetic Co NP shown in panel A. The insets in the figure show higher resolution
views of the field enhancement around the nanoparticle dimer marked by the squares.
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using an integrated plasmonic
antenna.23 The present discovery
of ferroplasmons outlined in this
issue of ACS Nano should certainly
inspire future work in this direction.
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